
AP Giannini Journalism Club
Newsletter Agreements 2022-2023

Beacon Gazette Sponsored by Beacon
Time: Meet Wednesdays @ lunch
Location: Beacon Office, Room

Advisor: Teacher Nikki (They/She) Nmagallanes@bacr.org

Purpose:
The purpose of this Constitution is to establish the regulating procedures of AP Giannini’s Journalism Club and serve as the
primary document containing information regarding the mission statement, position titles and responsibilities, members, and

general operations.

Mission Statement:
We, the members of AP Giannini Journalism Club, will use our platform to celebrate and center the AP Giannini community.

Our club seeks information based on integrity and honesty to share with the community via our website, flyers, and much more.
Being that we, the club members, are part of the AP Giannini community, we also prioritize expressing and sharing our

creativity.

Positions & Responsibilities:
Advisor -  Nikki Magallanes

As advisor, I provide administrative support to the club, assisting them in co-creating the foundation and future of Journalism
Club. I provide a space for the club to create and collaborate both physically and virtually while also being hands on with

guiding their process for creating to the best of my ability.

President - Mars Bhalla
As President, I will collaborate with the Vice President to discuss deadlines, editing, publishing, etc. We also have the intention

to talk to the principal and share ideas and concerns, as well as running meetings eventually.

Vice President - Ella Hutchison
TBD

Secretary - Mauricio Becerra
As secretary, I will take notes at each meeting and share them with the club members at the next meeting. I also want to take on
the role of club representative, answering any questions or spreading club news. I would also speak with the president or vice

president to ensure that everything is running smoothly and go over my notes with them.

Head of Accountability & Wellness  - Lauren Rehling
The consistent task I want my role to have is check-ins on work progress. This is also my special task. I work with other roles by
organizing who does what. My role will also serve as the supporting role in ensuring that meetings run smoothly and that folks

sign in as they arrive.

Head of Communications - Charley & Emerson
TBD



Director of Ideas - Vivi Lozano, Mel Berkman, & Emma
Emma - As one of the Directors of Ideas, I contribute to the journalism club by brainstorming topics that our club could write
and interview about. I will frequently prioritize coming up with new ideas and get input from everyone in the club to see what
everyone’s current ideas are. One person’s train of thought can lead to tons of other ideas. I understand that even though I am

considered one of the Main Director’s of Ideas, everyone else’s input matters too. I will focus on elaborating on our visions and
ideas for our writing and interviews. This is what I will do as one of the Directors of Ideas.

Interview Facilitator - Everyone
As interviewers, we seek to follow the guidelines co-developed by the advisor and ourselves in an effort to explore various

topics via interviews.

Club Representatives - Emily Truong & Audrey Lozano
As club representatives, we maintain our positions by being present at meetings and supporting wherever necessary.

Members:
Mars Bhalla (They/Them)
Mel Berkman (They/He)
Vivi Lozano (She/They)

Lauren Rehling (She/Her)
Charley Roberts (They/Them
Mauricio Becerra (She/Her)

Ella Hutchison (Any/All, Preference for They/Them)
Emily Truong (She/Her)

Audrey Lozano (She/Her)
Emerson Porter (She/They)

Emma (She/Her)


